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Potential changes to housing association 
borrowing conditions  
 

Summary  

Since the credit crunch almost a decade ago, banking supervisors worldwide have sought to 

strengthen banking regulations to ensure that individual banks are able to survive future 

economic shocks, unaided.  

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS), which coordinates banking 

supervision worldwide, has proposed a series of changes to the banking system that could 

restrict the availability of private finance to fund housing associations and/or increase their 

borrowing costs. 

Some of the BCBS proposals result in an increase to capital adequacy. There is an 

opportunity cost for banks increasing their capital adequacy, but there is then less capital 

available to support other portfolios and the particular loans in question becomes less 

profitable.  

If banks wish to maintain profitability, they may choose to increase the margins they charge 

on the loans in question or reduce the volume of lending to that particular class of borrower. 

Determining capital adequacy 

There are three approaches used to determine the capital adequacy of loans to housing 

associations: 

 the Standard method  

 the Foundation approach to internal risk based (IRB) methods 

 the Advanced approach to (IRB) methods. 

 

The Standard method uses external risk based ratings, whereas the Foundation and 

Advanced approaches are IRB methods where the risk weightings are generated internally 

by banks.  

The Standard method returns a capital adequacy of 35% for secured portfolios and 45% for 

unsecured loans. The capital adequacy for the Foundation and Advanced approaches range 

between 10 and 20% – the former being closer to 20% and the latter closer to 10%. 

The Advanced approach is applied by the majority (by lending volume) of the larger lenders 

to the sector, the Foundation approach is used by a sizeable minority (we are aware of one 

significant lender that operates this approach) and the Standardised method is used by 

many of the building societies and smaller lenders to the sector.   
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BCBS proposals affecting housing associations 

The three BCBS proposals that will have a particular impact on lending to housing 

associations are listed below. 

1. New category – income-producing real estate 

Banks using the Standard method to assess capital adequacy will be required to subdivide 

the existing classification of residential mortgages and create a new category – income-

producing real estate – where loan repayment is materially dependent on the cash flow 

generated from the property.  

This new category will include buy-to-let landlords and also, currently, housing associations. 

The risk weighted asset for this new category will be higher than that for owner occupied 

mortgages and so this will increase the capital adequacy of housing association loans and 

hence the lending cost of these loans. 

However, in the BCBS proposal it sought to exempt housing associations from the income-

producing real estate category but instead only succeeded in restricting the definition to co-

operatives. 

Therefore, the Federation has submitted a revised definition to the BCBS via the Bank of 

England and the European Commission:  

bona fide housing cooperatives of individuals and not for profit associations 
providing rented housing to lower income tenants. In either case, that are regulated 
under national law. 

 
2. Creating a capital floor 

The creation of a capital floor so the minimum capital adequacy using IRB approaches is 

between 60–100% of the Standard approach for an entire bank’s loan portfolio. Currently the 

expectation is that this ‘output floor’ will be 70%, although this has yet to be finalised. 

This issue is the most problematic of the three to resolve and it is tinged with politics - the 

BCBS will have to strike a balance between the financial stability of banks on the one hand 

and not undermining global economic growth on the other. 

It is difficult for the Federation to estimate the impact on individual banks because of the 

uniqueness of each bank’s loan portfolio and the commercial sensitivity of their existing 

approaches to capital adequacy. In addition, even if banks are required to hold additional 

capital for housing associations’ loans, it is not clear to what extent the increased costs will 

be passed on to housing associations or affect the bank’s appetite to lend to the sector. 

However, individual banks will be reluctant to increase the cost of debt to housing 

associations unilaterally for fear of reputational damage. 

3. Abolishing the Advanced approach for borrowers with turnover over €200m 

The BCBS proposes the abolition of the Advanced approach for borrowers with turnover in 

excess of €200m.  As a result, lenders would have to revert to the Foundation approach or 
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Standard method, resulting in higher capital adequacy requirements for housing association 

loans (currently this proposal would affect 17 English associations and one Scottish 

association).  

Many of these proposals will also increase the cost of domestic mortgages which would 

render many of the products housing associations develop less affordable. This would be 

harmful for housing association tenants and a disaster for housing association business 

plans. 

The work of the Federation 

The Federation has spoken to a range of stakeholders to understand the nature and extent 

of the issue and timescales. These include lenders to the sector, the Council of Mortgage 

Lenders, the Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA), the Homes and Communities Agency, 

the Building Society Association, the Department for Communities and Local Government 

(DCLG) and Housing Europe. 

In particular, we have been in close dialogue with the PRA which is our channel to the BCBS 

in relation to: 

 Exempting housing associations from the new sub category of the Standard method 

(income-producing real estate). 

 The disapplication of the Advance approach for very large borrowers. In recent 

discussions with the PRA it appears that the BCBS is under some pressure to 

increase threshold or withdraw the proposal entirely. 

The Federation and colleagues from Denmark, Holland, Germany, Ireland and Housing 

Europe also discussed all of the issues raised above with the European Commission on 28 

October 2016 in Brussels. 

Next steps 

 28–29 November 2016: The BCBS is due to decide on new banking regulations, 

however the outcome of this meeting will not be known until the new year. 

 March–June 2017: One of the major lenders to English housing associations has 

suggested it will have begun operating under the new Basel regime. The indications 

are that it may seek: 

o to increase housing association borrowing costs, including existing debt, and/or 

o reduce the volume of funds it lends to the sector. 

 

 


